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A Company Manufactures Everything
(ACME)
After the prototype demo, we have listed the necessary parts that have to be done and reviewed. By listing these parts, we have come out our living schedule. Every team member took some parts of the work. Especially, we spent time on the workload of these components.

After deciding the needed work, we have reviewed the current work done and fixed some parts of the code that are already implemented. We mostly worked on corrections of the design view component.

To be more precise, Ergin has been responsible on the website of our project. He gives the final touches to the website. Also, he implements some parts of the multi-lingual supports. Ali has been responsible from the general coordination among the team members. He also determined the necessary fixes to the current code. Since code view component of the project is the Deniz’s responsibility, he had added several enhancements to this part. Fulya has also been busy with the database support of the project. She has also contributed to the GUI of the database editor. Since we have done a lot of work on the design to code converting, Gizem has started to work on the reverse direction of this converting, namely code view to design view converting. She has reviewed some of the currently available HTML parsers.